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About SQFT Management

• Founded 2017
• Covers your marketing lane by 

developing and managing all of your 
marketing needs up to and in support 
of your business development. 

• Washington, D.C. and Dallas, TX
• Four person support team



Five 
Things

Five areas of marketing 
where you need to do one 

or two things really well



• Build: HTML5 keeps you mobile and responsive
• Content: How to keep it fresh (easily)
• Keywords: Attorney Bios are where it’s at 

First Up: Your Website

You should aim for doing two things with 
your website: Say it and show it. 

• Content: Go deep and broad in your content
• Graphics: Go custom, not clip art.
• Images: Head shots. Head shots. Head shots.



Behind the Scenes: Your Website

Do you know how high actual traffic to 
your website is? Likely hundreds a day.

5,460
Unique visitors in July

18,640
Total page views in July

200+
Daily unique visitors

2,000+
Traffic referred by search engines 
like Google, Yahoo, and Bing.



• “Value” was an 
operational/organizational 
decision. Marketing picked 
the concept up. 

• Now “Value” is deployed 
graphically and via tag line

• Key differentiator for the firm 
and speaks to its value 
proposition quite literally

Marketing Isn’t Always the Lead



• The service is title information 
services and the obvious way 
to go is with a house. 

• We used the graphics of 
model cars to speak to 
process, pieces, parts, etc. 

• It’s immediately clear, but 
allows for a totally different 
framing of the concept.

The New Talkies: Say it Differently



• Think bigger than headshots.
• Faces are remembered and 

faces sell.
• One shoot can yield material 

for nearly every piece of 
marketing:
• Headshots for 

sites/speaking/etc.
• Group shots for adverts
• Social and other marketing 

campaigns

Wide Shots: The Whole Cast



Social: It’s not just beautiful posts



• Focus: pick one platform and go hard.
• Voice: tone, tenor, and the talking points matter.
• Consistency: two posts a week. 

Social Deep Dive: Method

You should aim for doing two things with 
your social efforts: Create and Curate.

• Content: There are two types to drill down on.
• Graphics: professional tools make it easier.
• Images: Reuse them from your site for two 

reasons: it’s cheaper and brand consistent.



• Why here: it’s where your audience is. 
• Why not others: because of reach and because 

of the nature of the work you perform.

Mini Case Study: LinkedIn

You should focus on two types of people 
on LinkedIn: your clients and your own. 

• Your Company Page: Make it and use it.
• Your People: Make sure they connect to your 

company page for tagging, reach, and breadth.



• Why not? First, firm’s 
sell a service and 
that’s relationship 
driven.

• What we think: 
Digital follow-ups or 
openers are enough 
and they can be 
done in a way where 
they’re print friendly 
should you need it.

Print Collateral: Do you still need it?

No.
The short answer is

Fine.
But if you demand it,



Opening Credits: MarComm

• Where to start: a newsletter.
• How often: content should drive frequency.

You should focus on two things with 
MarComm: your database and content.

• Design: Tease your blog posts, link to read more.
• Content: Balance various states and practice 

areas, throwback to your own good stuff.
• Analytics: Watch analytics, play with day/time.
• Brand It: Keep it casual and on brand with fonts, 

colors, and a name.



• Outside opportunities: If you’re an ALFN 
member, you get the contact info for any 
servicers who attend your webinar.

• Internal opportunities: Ask clients to share 
internally and you capture the registrations. 
This can yield 20+ per client per webinar.

• Social - Did you know: LinkedIn Connect 
exports come with email address?

MarComm: Database Building



Closing Credits: MarComm

• Where to finish: in-house registrations for 
webinars, events, and other reach-building 
opportunities.

• With: effective, ongoing, and appropriate client 
communications that highlight people, 
practices, and offers promotional value. 

SQFT runs one law firm webinar program 
that earns  1,000+ client impressions 
annually and supports onsite training 
efforts across the client footprint.



• Outside support: assemble complementary 
partners.

• Increase ROI: lowers cost while leveraging 
expanded networks. 

Event Management: Building Relationships

You should aim for doing one thing with 
your event efforts: Be memorable.

• Give Experiences: Think beyond “The Dinner”.
• Get a Yes: different activities will resonate with 

different people, arm your team with multiple 
asks.



Experiential Event Planning

Experiential event concepts mean you’re 
offering something special and not just 
the standard dinner invite. Here are four 
parameters to consider when doing this:

• Be active, learn something, contribute to a 
cause, or be competitive. Aim for planning 
your client engagement around these types of 
event concepts for interesting invitations and a 
higher net “yes” when hosting them. 



The Right 
Tools

In order to maximize 
your efforts, you need 
the right tools - that’s 

what these 5 things are



Just for you.
Get this presentation, copies 

of the samples used here, 
and more at 

SQFT.Management/Affinity



Thank you!


